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Item Description Start price

1 1 diesel power generator LONGEN LGFM-66SS, 60 kVA,
serial number: 201608363,
Year of construction 2016
read hours: 46 minutes - 21 starts,

output: 60 kVA,
380/220V, max 91A A, 3 phases, 50Hz,

equipped with diesel engine: NEF45SM1F.S500,

mounted on steel frame with forklift recesses,

own weight: 1930 kg,
Dimensions: 2720 x 1100 x 1910 mm

1.250 €

2 1 diesel power generator GBPOWER GB-YM40, 40 kVA,
serial number: GB201601092,
Year of construction 2016,
read hours: 6482 hours / 702 starts

output: 32 kW - 40 kVA,
380/220V, max 61A, 3 phases, 50Hz,

equipped with diesel engine 4TNV98T-GGE,

mounted on steel frame with forklift recesses,

own weight: 1684 kg,
Dimensions: 2700 x 1100 x 1750 mm

1.000 €

3 1 diesel power generator PRAMAC GSL40 SC390TDAW0Y,
serial number: PEE2317756,
Year of construction 2005,
read hours: 1532 hours,

output: 31.4 kW - 39.3 kVA,
380/220V, max 59.5 A, 3 phases, 50 Hz,

equipped with diesel engine: DEUTZ BF4M2011,
generator: STAMFORD BCI 184 J

625 €
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mounted on steel frame with forklift recesses,

own weight: 1160 kg,
Dimensions: 2240 x 1100 x 1500 mm

4 1 diesel power generator KS 20, 20 kVA,
serial number: unknown,
Year of manufacture unknown,
read hours: 6342 hours,

output: 20 kVa,
380/220V, 3 phase, 50 Hz,

equipped with diesel engine: YANMAR

mounted on steel frame with forklift recesses,

own weight: approximately 750 kg,
Dimensions: 1670 x 800 x 1150 mm

250 €

5 1 diesel power generator PRAMAC GSL40 SC390TDAW0X,
serial number: PEE2321321,
Year of construction 2005,
read hours: 12144 hours,

output: 31.4 kW - 39.3 kVA,
380/220V, max 59.5 A, 3 phases, 50 Hz,

equipped with diesel engine: DEUTZ BF4M2011,
generator: STAMFORD BCI 184 J

mounted on steel frame with forklift recesses,

own weight: 1160 kg,
Dimensions: 2240 x 1100 x 1500 mm

625 €

6 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 4 
handles,
equipped with 1 shelf,
dimensions: 1800 x 800 x H 1300 mm,

20 €
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photo is purely indicative,

7 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 4 
handles,
equipped with 1 shelf,
dimensions: 1800 x 800 x H 1300 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

20 €

8 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 4 
handles,
equipped with 1 shelf,
dimensions: 1800 x 800 x H 1300 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

20 €

9 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 4 
handles,
equipped with 1 shelf,
dimensions: 1800 x 800 x H 1300 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

20 €

10 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 4 
handles,
equipped with 1 shelf,
dimensions: 1800 x 800 x H 1300 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

20 €

11 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 4 
handles,
equipped with 1 shelf,
dimensions: 1800 x 800 x H 1300 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

20 €

12 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 4 
handles,
equipped with 1 shelf,
dimensions: 1800 x 800 x H 1300 mm,

20 €
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photo is purely indicative,

13 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 4 
handles,
equipped with 1 shelf,
dimensions: 1800 x 800 x H 1300 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

20 €

14 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 4 
handles,
equipped with 1 shelf,
dimensions: 1800 x 800 x H 1300 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

20 €

15 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 4 
handles,
equipped with 1 shelf,
dimensions: 1800 x 800 x H 1300 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

20 €

16 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 4 
handles,
equipped with 1 shelf,
dimensions: 1800 x 800 x H 1300 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

20 €

17 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 4 
handles,
equipped with 1 shelf,
dimensions: 1800 x 800 x H 1300 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

20 €
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18 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 4 
handles,
equipped with 1 shelf,
dimensions: 1800 x 800 x H 1300 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

20 €

19 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 2 side 
doors with lock and keys,

dimensions: 1800 x 700 x H 700 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

15 €

20 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 2 side 
doors with lock and keys,

dimensions: 1800 x 700 x H 700 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

15 €

21 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 2 side 
doors with lock and keys,

dimensions: 1800 x 700 x H 700 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

15 €

22 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 2 side 
doors with lock and keys,

dimensions: 1800 x 700 x H 700 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

15 €

23 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 2 side 
doors with lock and keys,

dimensions: 1800 x 700 x H 700 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

15 €
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24 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 2 side 
doors with lock and keys,

dimensions: 1800 x 700 x H 700 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

15 €

25 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 2 handles

dimensions: 1250 x 600 x H 600 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

15 €

26 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 2 handles

dimensions: 1250 x 600 x H 600 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

15 €

27 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 2 handles

dimensions: 1250 x 600 x H 600 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

15 €

28 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 2 handles

dimensions: 1250 x 600 x H 600 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

15 €

29 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 2 handles

dimensions: 1250 x 600 x H 600 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

15 €

30 105 (approx.) metal building props / braces,
painted red,
min. length (approx.): 1050 mm,
max. length (approx.): 1750 mm,

65 €
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lying in 2 metal stacking frames,
Weight class: more than 1,000kg

31 85 (approximately) metal building props / braces,
painted red,
min. length (approx.): 1050 mm,
max. length (approx.): 1750 mm,

lying in 1 metal stacking frame,
Weight class: more than 1,000kg

50 €

32 85 (approximately) metal building props / braces,
painted red,
min. length (approx.): 1050 mm,
max. length (approx.): 1750 mm,

lying in 1 metal stacking frame,
Weight class: more than 1,000kg

50 €

33 110 (approximately) metal building props / braces,
Galvanised,
min. length (approx.): 720 mm,
max. length (approx.): 1240 mm,

lying in 1 metal stacking frame,
Weight class: more than 1,000kg

65 €

34 58 (approximately) metal building props / braces,
Galvanised,
min. length (approx.): 720 mm,
max. length (approx.): 1240 mm,

lying in 1 metal stacking frame,
Weight class: 250 to 1,000kg

45 €

35 100 (approximately) metal building props / braces,
Galvanised,
min. length (approx.): 580 mm,
max. length (approx.): 830 mm,

lying in 1 brace clamp
Weight class: more than 1,000kg

60 €
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36 96 (approximately) metal building props / braces,
Galvanised,
min. length (approx.): 580 mm,
max. length (approx.): 830 mm,

lying in 1 brace clamp
Weight class: more than 1,000kg

60 €

37 70 (approximately) metal building props / braces,
Galvanised,
min. length (approx.): 3000mm,
max. length (approx.): 5000 mm,

lying in 1 brace clamp
Weight class: more than 1,000kg

115 €

38 96 (approximately) metal building props / braces,
Galvanised,
min. length (approx.): 3000mm,
max. length (approx.): 5000 mm,

lying in 1 brace clamp
Weight class: more than 1,000kg

130 €

39 3 torsion axes GSM, width: 1640 mm,
equipped with 4-hole hubs with threaded ends,
including 6 matching wheels with rubber pneumatic tires 
4.5 - 10,
lying on 1 pallet,

25 €

40 3 torsion axes GSM, width: 1640 mm,
equipped with 4-hole hubs with threaded ends,
including 6 matching wheels with rubber pneumatic tires 
4.5 - 10,
lying on 1 pallet,

25 €

41 1 metal storage case, with lid with locks and keys, 2 handles

dimensions: 1250 x 600 x H 600 mm,

photo is purely indicative,

15 €
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42 50 (approximately) metal building props / braces,
Galvanised,
min. length (approx.): 720 mm,
max. length (approx.): 1240 mm,

lying in 1 metal stacking frame,
Weight class: 250 to 1,000kg

40 €

43 50 (approximately) metal building props / braces,
Galvanised,
min. length (approx.): 720 mm,
max. length (approx.): 1240 mm,

lying in 1 metal stacking frame,
Weight class: 250 to 1,000kg

40 €

44 1 wood saw table AGI GROUP, 380V,
Year of construction 2010,
equipped with saw blade 350 mm,
Dimensions: 1000 x 900 x 900mm,
Weight class: 100 to 250kg

65 €

45 1 stone crosscut saw TRIAX 4/350, 230V,
Serial number: 2155, Year of construction 2012,
2.2 kW,
saw blade diameter max. 400 mm,
3200 rpm,

Equipped with water cooling, foot control,
Dimensions: 1300 x 650 x 1400 mm
Weight class: 100 to 250kg

125 €

46 1 mobile diesel tank, metal,
Dimensions: 1200 x 600 x H 1220 mm,

15 €

47 1 plastic diesel transfer tank EMILIANA SERBATOI,
capacity approximately 400 litres,
equipped with electric transfer pump DSE-07-12, year of 
construction 2016, 50 l/min,
12VDC 260W 22A,

40 €
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Dimensions: 1200 x 800 x 800 mm

48 1 aluminum telescopic ladder with 12 rungs,
min. 870 to max. 3800 mm,
in original packaging,

15 €

49 1 aluminum telescopic ladder with 12 rungs,
min. 870 to max. 3800 mm,
in original packaging,

15 €

50 1 aluminum telescopic ladder with 12 rungs,
min. 870 to max. 3800 mm,
in original packaging,

15 €

51 1 aluminum telescopic ladder with 12 rungs,
min. 870 to max. 3800 mm,
in original packaging,

15 €

52 1 aluminum telescopic ladder with 12 rungs,
min. 870 to max. 3800 mm,
in original packaging,

15 €

53 1 aluminum telescopic ladder with 12 rungs,
min. 870 to max. 3800 mm,
in original packaging,

15 €

54 6 aluminum telescopic ladders with 12 rungs,
min. 870 to max. 3800 mm,
in original packaging,

75 €
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55 2 boxes containing mason's tools, including:
approximately 50 rolls of floor cord 120 meters,
10 sets of clamping blocks for guideline,

10 €

56 15 packs of binding wire for reinforcing bars SOLID, 1000 
pieces per pack,
dia 1.1 x length 120mm,
equipped with 3 eye ties 310 mm,

15 €

57 3 manual hydraulic pumps NN,
equipped with 5 hydraulic cylinders with 2 eyes, length: 500
mm,
excluding pallet,

25 €

58 3 manual hydraulic pumps INTERPUMP HYDRAULICS,
equipped with 5 hydraulic cylinders with 2 eyes, length: 500
mm,
excluding pallet,

25 €

59 1 3-piece bending set for reinforcing bars, consisting of:
1 folding plate SOLID, large model,
1 folding plate KAPRIOL, small model,
1 arm KAPRIOL,

10 €

60 50 (approximately) various lamps, including:
2 street lamps, halogen,
various halogen lamps GEWISS GW 84 202, 1000W,
and others,
lying in wooden crate, including,

15 €

61 1 double-sided cantilever rack consisting of:
4 galvanized uprights with dimensions 1800 x H 2500 mm,
48 wishbones with length 800 mm,

65 €
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62 1 metal miter crosscut saw CONTIMAC BS 350, 380V,
year of construction: 2008,
Serial number: 0815668,
Saw band size: 2925 x 27 x 0.9 mm,

max. size of workpiece to be sawn: 350 x 240 mm or dia 270
mm,

Own weight 660 kg,

Equipped with 2 roller conveyors with a length of 2000 mm,
 
Dimensions: 1800 x 1200 x 2000 mm

65 €

63 1 metal miter miter saw ELMAG CY 260-2G, 380V,
year of construction: 2017,
Serial number: 137421821,
Saw band size: 2450 x 27 x 0.9 mm,

max. size of workpiece to be sawn: 260 x 110 mm or dia 227
mm,

Own weight 216 kg,

Equipped with 2 roller conveyors with a length of 2000 mm,
4 saw bands,
Dimensions: 1650 x 660 x 1680 mm

115 €

64 1 metal miter crosscut saw CONTIMAC, 380V,
year of manufacture: unknown,
Serial number: unknown,
Saw band size: unknown

Own weight approximately 400 kg,

Equipped with 2 roller conveyors with a length of 2000 mm,
Dimensions: 1650 x 660 x 1680 mm

50 €

65 1 vintage warehouse scale SUPREMA G1,
max. 1000 kg, min 50 kg, e = 1 kg,
dimensions weighing surface: 1100 x 1100 mm
Dimensions: 1100 x 1300 x 1750 mm

15 €
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66 1 forklift HYSTER H2.50XM, gas,
serial number: D177B33103T,
Year of construction: 1996,
Hours read: 17980 hours,
Capacity: 2340 kg,
max. height: 3330 mm,
Headroom: 2100 mm,

Equipped with gas bottle, full wheels at the front, 
pneumatic tires at the rear, lighting, duplex mast, side shift,

Equipped with 1 key,

remark: gas bottle presumably empty, engine turns over 
but does not start,

300 €

67 1 double-axle trailer ATEC,
without vehicle documents, not suitable for public roads,
chassis number: XMK111b20064P272500,
GVW 2000 kg,

65 €

68 132 wooden beams douglas with dimensions: 100 x 50 x 
5000 mm,
lying in 1 pack

70 €

69 120 wooden beams douglas with dimensions: 100 x 50 x 
5000 mm,
lying in 1 pack

65 €

70 120 wooden beams douglas with dimensions: 100 x 50 x 
5000 mm,
lying in 1 pack

65 €

71 5 various forklift forks, including:
4 with suspension eye and length 1200 mm,
1 with length 1500 mm,
excluding pallet,

25 €
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73 1 ride-on sweeper HAKO JONAS 1000V,
equipped with petrol engine HONDA G400,
Dimensions: 1600 x 1000 x 1400 mm
Weight class: 100 to 250kg

100 €

74 2 forks for forklift, length 1200 mm,
attachment size: 650 mm,
Excluding pallet,

25 €

75 2 forks for forklift, length 1200 mm,
attachment size: 650 mm,
Excluding pallet,

25 €

76 2 sets of forklift forks, including 1 with length 1000mm and 
1 with length 1200mm,
attachment size: 450 mm,
Excluding pallet,

45 €

77 1 diesel power generator SDMO D300,
serial number: D30014003088,
Year of construction 2014
Last known hours: 1824 hours on 30/01/2019,

output: 300kVA,
400/220V, 3 phase, 50 Hz,

equipped with diesel engine: DOOSAN

mounted on steel frame with forklift recesses,

own weight: 3650 kg,
Dimensions: 4000 x 1300 x 2000 mm

1.250 €

78 1 diesel power generator SDMO D300,
serial number: D30016005717,
Year of construction 2014
Hours read: 10145.3 hours,

output: 300kVA,

1.375 €
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400/220V, 3 phase, 50 Hz,

equipped with diesel engine: DOOSAN

mounted on steel frame with forklift recesses,

own weight: 3650 kg,
Dimensions: 4000 x 1300 x 2000 mm

79 26 metal wire cages,
dimensions per piece: 1200 x 1000 x H 1600 mm,

empty,
photo with wood is purely indicative

190 €

81 5 mobile cool boxes TKT C-780,
including year of construction 2016,
including damaged,
Dimensions each: 730 x 950 x H 1860 mm

25 €

82 96 euro pallets, 45 €

83 14 plastic baking trolleys, dimensions each: 620 x 420 mm,
Equipped with castor wheels,
exclusive bin,

15 €

84 1 double roller BENFORD TVH800K, double drum,
Year of manufacture unknown,
Serial Number: SLBT0000E306HW042,
Own weight: 1630 kg,
roller width approximately 800 mm,

Equipped with diesel engine 11.4 kW,

1.000 €
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85 20 plastic lids,
Dimensions per piece: 1200 x 1000 mm,
including damaged,

15 €

88 24 wooden train sleepers,
Dimensions per piece: 250 x 160 x 2500 mm,
Photo is purely indicative

50 €

89 24 wooden train sleepers,
Dimensions per piece: 250 x 160 x 2500 mm,
Photo is purely indicative

50 €

90 24 wooden train sleepers,
Dimensions per piece: 250 x 160 x 2500 mm,
Photo is purely indicative

50 €

91 24 wooden train sleepers,
Dimensions per piece: 250 x 160 x 2500 mm,
Photo is purely indicative

50 €

92 24 wooden train sleepers,
Dimensions per piece: 250 x 160 x 2500 mm,

50 €

93 24 wooden train sleepers,
Dimensions per piece: 250 x 160 x 2500 mm,

50 €

94 24 wooden train sleepers,
Dimensions per piece: 250 x 160 x 2500 mm,

50 €
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95 24 wooden train sleepers,
Dimensions per piece: 250 x 160 x 2500 mm,

50 €

96 1 sales container, color red, possibly incomplete,
Dimensions: 7000 x 2500 x H 3000 mm,

65 €

97 1 sales container, color yellow,
Equipped with hydraulic support legs,
including content (see photos)
Dimensions: 7000 x 2500 x H 3000 mm,

65 €

98 3m³ (approximately) firewood, including birch,
sawn at approximately 40 cm,
lying in 2 metal wire baskets with dimensions 1200 x 1000 x 
H 1600 mm, including,

75 €

99 3m³ (approximately) firewood, including birch,
sawn at approximately 40 cm,
lying in 2 metal wire baskets with dimensions 1200 x 1000 x 
H 1600 mm, including,

75 €

100 3m³ (approximately) firewood, including birch,
sawn at approximately 40 cm,
lying in 2 metal wire baskets with dimensions 1200 x 1000 x 
H 1600 mm, including,

75 €

101 3m³ (approximately) firewood, including birch,
sawn at approximately 40 cm,
lying in 2 metal wire baskets with dimensions 1200 x 1000 x 
H 1600 mm, including,

75 €

102 3m³ (approximately) firewood, including birch,
sawn at approximately 40 cm,
lying in 2 metal wire baskets with dimensions 1200 x 1000 x 
H 1600 mm, including,

75 €
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103 3m³ (approximately) firewood, including birch,
sawn at approximately 40 cm,
lying in 2 metal wire baskets with dimensions 1200 x 1000 x 
H 1600 mm, including,

75 €

104 3m³ (approximately) firewood, including birch,
sawn at approximately 40 cm,
lying in 2 metal wire baskets with dimensions 1200 x 1000 x 
H 1600 mm, including,

75 €

105 3m³ (approximately) firewood, including birch,
sawn at approximately 40 cm,
lying in 2 metal wire baskets with dimensions 1200 x 1000 x 
H 1600 mm, including,

75 €

106 3m³ (approximately) firewood, including birch,
sawn at approximately 40 cm,
lying in 2 metal wire baskets with dimensions 1200 x 1000 x 
H 1600 mm, including,

75 €

107 3m³ (approximately) firewood, including birch,
sawn at approximately 40 cm,
lying in 2 metal wire baskets with dimensions 1200 x 1000 x 
H 1600 mm, including,

75 €

108 15 various wooden train sleepers, including dimensions: 
3800 x 250 x 130 mm,

75 €

109 6 various wooden train sleepers, including dimensions: 
4100 x 250 x 130 mm,

40 €
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110 1 analog length stop, on guide rail,
length: 2500mm,
adjustable in height,

25 €

111 1 metal wire basket, damaged,
Dimensions: 2050 x 1440 x H 1250 mm

15 €

112 1 disassembled sectional door, consisting of 7 panels with 
dimensions:
2650x700mm,
including with windows,

15 €

113 120 plastic pallets CABKA IPS NEST I5,
Dimensions: 1200 x 1000mm,
including damaged,

30 €

114 150 various plastic pallets,
lying on 10 piles,
Dimensions per piece: 1200 x 1000 mm,
Delivery according to indication,

150 €

115 150 various plastic pallets,
lying on 10 piles,
Dimensions per piece: 1200 x 1000 mm,
Delivery according to indication,

150 €

116 262 plastic pallets PE-HD,
lying on 7 piles,
Dimensions per piece: 1200 x 1000 mm,
Entry height under pallet: approximately 115 mm

65 €

117 300 plastic pallets CABKA IPS NEST i5
lying on 6 piles,
Dimensions per piece: 1200 x 1000 mm,
Entry height under pallet: approx. 90/115 mm

75 €
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118 100 pieces of various plastic pallets,
including dimensions per piece: 1200 x 1000 and 1200 x 
800 mm,
lying on 5 piles

25 €

119 52 various plastic pallet boxes,
Dimensions per piece: 1200 x 1000 x H 800 mm,

375 €

120 50 various plastic pallet boxes,
Dimensions per piece: 1200 x 1000 x H 800 mm,

375 €

121 50 various plastic pallet boxes,
Dimensions per piece: 1200 x 1000 x H 800 mm,

375 €
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